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Intreduction
Recently, there has been increased interest in the dynamic

effects in gear systems. This in.teres~is stimulated by demands
for stronger, higher speed, improved performance, and
longer-lived systems. This in tum. has stimulated numerous
research efforts directed toward understanding gear dynamic
phenomena. However, many aspects of gear dynamics are
still not satisfactorily understood.

For example, in industrial settings. a high performance gear
system is oHen obtained by overdesigningand by sacrificing
costs, materials, and compactness. In aerospace and military
application where weight is a premium, gear systems are often
designed under conditions very close to. the failure limits,
thereby introducting uncertainties in performance and life
prediction. They are often prematurely replaced to prevent
in-service failure. Moreover, gear systems are often designed
by using static analyses. However, when gear systems operate
at high speed, there are several factors which affect their per-
formance. These include shaft torsional stiffness, gear tooth
loading and deformatior; gear tooth spacing and profile er-
rors, rotating speeds, mounting alignment, dynamic balance
of rotating elements, gear and shaft masses and inertia, and
the masses and inertias of the driving (power) and driven
(load) elements .

There is no. agreement among researchers on the best
methods for evaluating dynamic load 'effects. Hence, gear
designers are Dfteneontronted with conflicting theories. They
generaUy have to rely on past experience, service safety fac-
tors, and experimental data with a limited range of
applicabili ty .

The objective of this report is to provide more insight into
the factors affecting dynamic loads.

Research efforts on gear system dynamics have been con-
ducted fer many years. In 1892 lewis(1) recognized that the
instantaneous tooth load was affected by the velocity of the
system. In 1925, Earle Buckingham(21headed an experimen-
tal.research effort, endorsed by ASME, to. measure dynamic
effects. A report published in 1931 represented the first
authoritative document on gear dynamics. It presented a pro-
cedure for determining the so-called.dynamic Ioad increment
due to. mesh dynamics and gear tooth errors,

In 1959, AttiaU) performed an experiment to. determine ac-
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tual instantaneous loading. He found that Buckingham's
results were conservative.

In 1958, Niemann and Rettig(4) found that larger masses
caused higher dynamic loads, but as the average lead became
larger, the effect of larger masses became less important. They
also found that very heavily loaded gear systems showed no.
appreciable dynamic load increment, whereas in lightly and
moderately leaded gear systems, there were consid rable
dynamicload increments. In 1958, Hams(S) suggested that
for gear systems isolated from external stimuli, there are three
internal sources of dynamic leads:

(1) Error in the velocity ratio measured under the working
load ..

(2) Parametric excitation due to stiffness variation of the
gear teeth,

(3) Nonlinearity of tooth stiffness when contact is lost,
In 1970, Houser and Seireg(6) developed a generalized

dynamic factor formula for Spill'and helical gears operating
away from system resonances, The formula took into. con-
sideration the gear geometry and manufacturing parameters
as well as the dynamic characteristics of the system.

In 1972, Ichimaruand Hirano(7)analyzed heavy-loaded
spur gear systems with manufactu_ri-flgerrors under different
operating conditions. They found that the change in tooth
profile showed a characteristic trend to decrease dynamic
load, In 1978, Cornell and Westervelt(S) presented a dosed
form solution for a dynamic model of a spur gear system and
shewed that tooth profile modificafion, system inertia and
damping, and system critical speeds can have significant e£-
fects upon the dynamic loads, In 1981, Kasubaand Evans(9)
presented a large scale digitized extended gear modeling pro-
cedure to analyze spur gear systems for both staticand
dynamic conditions. Their results indicated that gear mesh
stiffness is probably the key element in the analysis ofgear
train dynamics. They showed that the gears and the .adi cent
drive and load systems can be designed for optimum perform-
ance in terms ·0£ minimum allowable dynamic loadsIor a
wide range of operating speeds.

In 1981, Wang and Cheng(1O)developed another dynamic
load response algorithm. They reported that the dynamic
load is highly dependent on the operating speed. This model
is later modified by Lewicki(1ll to account for the nonlinear
Hertzian deformation of meshing gear teeth. The gear
dynamic load found from the revised mode] showed little dif-
ference from the original model, since the Hertzian. deflection
was relatively small incomparison with the total gear tooth
deflection. Nagaya and Uematsu(12) stated that because the
contact point moves along the involute profile, the dynamic
response should be considered as a function ef both the posi-
tion and speed of the moving load. In 1982, Terauehi, et
al., (13) studied the effect of tooth profile modificat ions on the
dynamic load of spur gear systems. According to their results,
the dynamic load decreased with proper profile modifica-
tions.

In this first part of the article, we present a model of a
parallel shaft transmission. We consider the effects o.f shaf,t
stiffness and inertia, lead and power source inertias, tooth
stiffness, local compliance due to. contactstresses, load shar-
ing, and friction. A parameter study is prov.idedin 'the second
part of the article.
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Modeling
Fig..1depicts a model of the transmission. It consists of a

motor or power source connected by a flexible shaft to the
gear system. The gear system consists of a pair of involute
spur gears. They are connected to the load by a second .flexi-
ble shaft as shown. Symbolically, the model may be
represented by a collection of masses, springs, and dampers
as in Fig. 2 ..

Let 61M!611, 62, and Ol represent the rotations of the motor,
the gears, and the load. Then by using standard procedures
of analysis, the governing differential equations for the rota-
tions may be written as

J191 + Cs1(91 - OM)+ Ksl(Ol - £1M) + Cg(t)[Rb161 - Rb26z1
+ Kg(it)[Rbl(Rbl01 - ~202)1 = TIl{t) (2)

Jz8z + Csz(02- (1) + ·~«(12 - (;11) + Cit)lRb~2 - Rt.1911
+ Kg(tHRbZ(~2612- ~lOl)l = Tf2(t) (3)

hOt + Cs2(OL - 02) + ~((h - (h) = - TL (4)

where JM, h, h, and h represent the mass moments of iner-
tia of the motor, the gears, and the load; Cs], c..,.,and Cg(t)
are damping coeffidenrs of the shafts and the gears; Ksl' ~,
and Kg(t) are stiffnesses of the shafts and the gears; TM, T t-
Tn(t), and T1z(t) are motor and load torques and frictional
torques on the gears; Rbt and Rb2. are base circle radii of
the gears; t is time; and the dots over (1 indicate time
differentiation.

In developing Equations 1 to 4 several simplifying assump-
tions are employed.

Gear Manufacturing Symposium
"Just In Timet Problem Solving
April 1..3, 1990 ..·.. Columbus, Ohio

.AGMA's Gear ManufacturIng Symposium oonoemretes on the latest and most effective manufaoturing techniques ..
This year the symposium looks at ''Just In Time" manufacturing-what it ls, how it works and its relationship with hear
treatment. A. ponion of the' program is devoted to hard finishing of bevelgeaf by several methods. Additional topics
Include Near Net Forging, Form Grinding and Noise Control. _.

On Monday afternoon, there will be a tour of the RockweU International Newark" Ohio Plant.

For moreini:ormation, call: American Gear Manufa.cturel'S Association
1500 King Street, Suitie 20t Alexandria, VA 22314

(703) 684-0211
Registration Fee: AGMA Members $375 • Non-members $495. For non-members, fee must aocompany reglstratron form.

CANCELLA.nON POLICY: A refund will be issued only if cancellation is received in writing 15days prior to
the meeting start date. Registrants who have not met the cancellation deadline will be liable for full payment.

Featured Topics

• "Just in Time" Manufacturing and Heat Treating
• Hard Finishing; Bevel and Parallel Axis Gears
• Staee-ef-the-Art Bevels and Hypoid Processing
• Near Net Forging

(1) The dynamic process is studied in the rotating plane of
the gears. Out-of-plane twisting and misalignment are
neglected.

(2) Damping due to lubrication of the gears and shafts .is
expressed in terms of constant damping factors.

(3) The differential equations of motion are developed by
using the theoretical line of action ..

(4) Low contact ratio gears are used in the analysis,
Specifically, the contact ratio is taken between 1 and 2.

Analysis
A major task in the analysis is to determine the values of

the stiffness, damping, and friction coefficients appearing in
Equations 1 to 4. Another task is to determine the ratio of load
sharing between the teeth during a mesh cycle. These factors
depend on the roll angle of the gears. Thus, Equations 1 to 4
are made nonlinear by these terms.

STIFFNESS
Gear stiffness. - Consider first the stiffness coefficients

Kg, Ksl' and Ksz. Let the tooth surface have the form of an in-
volute curve. Let Wi be the transmitted load at a typical
point j of the tooth profile. Let qj be the deformation of the
tooth at pointj in the direction of Wj. Then the gear stiffness
~ for the gear teeth in contact at j is

Kg; = Wi (5)
qj

In general qj wiIl depend on the following: (1) the bend-
ing of the tooth, the shear deformation of the tooth, and the
axial compression of the tooth; (2) the deflection due.to the
flexibility of the tooth foundation and fmet; and (3) the local
compliance due to the contact stresses.

Something New This Year«
Small Group Workshops

The 1990 symposium will also feature smalll group
workshops. These wiU be conducted more than once, so
everyone will be able to attend all the workshops.
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Fig,] -A Simple Spur Gear System.
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Fig, 3- Element Modelling of a Gear Tooth.

as the sum of the deformation in the elements ibeneath point
j. That is,

n
qbj =E qbij

i=l

where n is the number of elements beneath iand qbij is the
deformation of element idue to the load Wj'

(continued on page 30)

3500 BC . Man imenls the wheel and says "it lis good"
2500 BC • Man invents the spline and says, "it is good"
2499 IBC • Man invents the' spline gage and says "it'll do the trick"
Man has been 'Usingl the same spline gage ever sinoe. That is, until
FBENCO redesigned the gage for modem man. l1he frenooindicating
spline gage produces vaJiable data on exact Pitch !Diameter while
simultaneously checking "GO" condition. This SPC compatable gage
also ,quickly checks taper, ovality and other time consuming inspections.
Available for internal, extemall.straightorlnvolutesplineconfigur.ations.

(6)

Let us show you a syst'em for today and bayonet. Call or write:
,- . - I h--•--I W22IN6193 Sussex IRoad9ue rIn9 lP:o, Box 125 -Sussex, WI 53089
AUT a. MA T ION Ii N C ,(414)246-4994oIFAX(414)246-8623
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Fig. 2 - A Mathemat leal ModeJ of the Transmission System.

To determineq, let the tooth be divided into elements as
shown in Fig. 3. Let i be a typical element with thickness T,
cross section area Aj, and second moment of inertia Ii' Let
~j be the distance between element iand point ialong the
x-axis. Let f'Jj be the angle between WJ and the y-axis.
(See Fig. 3.)

Consider the tooth to be a nonuniform cantilever beam.
Let qbi be the contribution to qj by the bending, shear,and
axial deformation of the tooth. The qbj may be represented

mailto:extemall.straightorlnvolutesplineconfigur.ations.


Plu't:S it alii t,oge't:her
wiit!h exci't:ing" n,ew
produlcts ,to kleep
yo,u comlpetitiive!

Gearmakers worldwide face customer demands for highest quality and an-
time deHvery at fiercely competitive prices. Meetilng: these demands requires
,greater fl'exlbility, productivity and the ability to' iint.egrate new technolO'gy.
Recaglniz,ing your ultimate goals - customer satisfaction and profitability -
Klingelnberg global techno:logy is ready with the most advanced CNC Spira!1
Bevel Gear Generators and Grinders, and the most complete Iline of CNC
Gear Checkers avanaole ... anywher,e ..

We've IPut it all together:
Spiral Bevel 'Gea:rAp;pUcat,ions
• KNC 40/60 fully CNC controUed Generators
• AMK Large Gear Generators
• W800CNC (Wiener System) Grinder

CNC Inspection Equipment
• Quench Presses
Worm and Rotor Grinding Applications
• HNC Series of eNG controlled Grinders
• eNC Inspection Systems

Paranel Axis Gea:rApplications
• eNC controlled gear Inspection Systems
• SNG Series of GNG Hob Sharpeners
• Gear Cuttingl Tool lnspection Systems
• Hurth Product Line: CNC Shavers, Hard

&. Fine Finishers, Shaving Cutter Grinders
and Deburr:ing/Chamferilng Equipment..



The KNC-4'D/601Gear Generators
These new,fully CNC, 8 axisqear generators produce
Spiral Beve'llGears up to 24" OD. Perfect for smaU
batch or intermediate level production runs, the KNC
Series generates Spiral Bevel! Gears of any 'geome'try
by continuous or single indexing operation. Its program
storage' capacity for 250 different workpiecesand
unlimited storage capacity witih a ONe interface, makes
i,tthe most flexlible ,gear generator you can buy.

The W800CiNC Gear Grinde:r (Wiener System)
Wiith IIeadingl ,edge technol~ogy, the W800CNC becomes
the universal Spiral Bevel Gear glrindier for any gear
'geometry. P,erfect for glround 'gear quallity applications
up to 3f5" O.ID., the grinder offers glreatversatility,
short set-ups and superior accuracy.

The PNC Series 'Gear Checkers,
Compact. new eNC ccntronee gear checkers provide
fully automatic measuring of gears up to BO" O.D. Fast
operation, high accuracy, excellent documentation and
a wide variety of software modules, form the pertect
,gear checkilngl package.

For the latest infmmation on Khngelnberglsyst,ems that
satisfy customer demands.for increased productivity
and profitaibility, contact our representative .. Or, write to
Kling;e'l'nberg Gear T,echnol'ogiYlnc., 115200IFoltz
Industrial Parkway.,. Stmngsville" OH 44136
Phone: 216/572-2100; FAX: .21'61572~098S..

oI(LI~GEINBERG
...Puts It a'il ,together.
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DYNAMIC LOADS ...
(continued from page 27)
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tb (A) PI.TCHRADII. Rpl =Rp2 = 57 .. 1 M.
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GEAR TOOTH PAIR
DRIVING GEAR TOOTH
I:(RTZI ANDEFORI'IA Tl ON
FOi.L'OWING GEAR TOOTH

20

15

10

5

ROlL ANGLE. DEG

(BJ PITCH R'ADII. Rp,11 = 57.1 M.Rp2 = 171. 3 Mo>\.

Fig. 4-No.rmalized Deformation of a Pair of Teeth. Module, 3,18 m:rn;
Pressure Angle, 20"; Pace Width, P = 25.4 mm; Modulus of Elasticity, E
= 2'07 GPa; Applied Load, W = 105 KN/m.

With standard analysis qbij is found to have the
value:(8. 14. 15)

qb" = (W.(J::)J cos2{3·f-,(.T3+ 3T.2L .. + 3TL2")/3l]II l'-'e l I I - -1 1) III· I

- cos {3jsin {3i[ (T;2Yj + 2TiYj~j) 121;]

+ cos2{3i[12(1 + lilT/SA; I+ sin2{3j(T/ Ai) } (7)
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where Y, is the half-tooth thickness at element i(See Fig3.),
II is Poisson's ratio, and Ee is the "effective elastic modulus"
depending upon whether the tooth is wide (plane strain) or

narrow (plane stress). Specifically, for a "wide" tooth, wher-e
the ratio of the width to thickness at the piltch point exceeds
5,114) Ee is

(8)

where E is Yeung's modulus ef elasticity. Fer a "narrow" tooth
(width-to-thickness ratio. less than 5), !Ee is

!Ee =E (9)

Expressions similar to !Equation 7 hold fer'lli' the con-
tribution to.qj for the deformation due to the flexibility of the
toothfillet and fou:ndation.l1S)

Let qcj be the contribution to qj from the local compliance
due to contact stresses. With the procedures of Lundberg and
Palmgren(16) qcj may be expressed as

(10)

where F is the width of the tooth.
Hence, by superposition, the deformation at] in the direc-

tion of Wi is

(11)

The above expressions were used to calculate the defor-
mations for two different gear pairs. The resul tsare shown
graphically in Figs. 4a and b.

Shaft stiffness. - The shaft stiffness K, is given by the
standardexpression

IGK,=-
I

(12)

where G is the shear modulus, I is the shaft length, and J is
the polar moment of area. given by

(13)
D'I

J- - 1"----
32

where D is the shaft diameter.

DAMPING
Shaft damping, - Next consider the damping coefficients

C51, C51• and Cg• Damping in the shafts is due to. the shalt
material. In Equations 1 to. 4 the coefficients Cs1 and C51 are
taken to. have the form

C" - 2~{t~'tr (14)
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Fig. 5-Friclion Coefficient of Gears in Figure 4a at 1500 RPM.

and

Cs2 = 2ts{... ~ .)1/2
1 1-+-
It h

where t. represents the damping ratio. Experiments have
shown that-~. has values between 0.005 and 0.075. (17)

Mesh damping. - Similarly, the effect of damping of the
gear mesh is taken as

C = 2~ i[KgR~lRkJlh]- 1/2 (16)
g I R~lJl +Rkh

where, as before, ~is the damping ratio. Measurements have
ShOWRE to have values between 0.03 and 0.17.(9-10)

Friction. - Equations 1 to 4 contain terms Tn and Tf2
which represent the frictional moments of the driving and
driven gears. These moments occur because of the relative
sliding of the gear teeth. Buckingham(l8) has recorded a

Gear Grinding
Specialists
Fleishauer 'FiZ 300E

IE:lectronicaUy 'Controlled Gear Grinders
Commercial & Precision Gear Manufacturing
to .AGMA Class 15 including ...

• ' Spur - Grinding to 12·1'/2" Diameter
• Hellcal • Hobbing to 24" Diameter
• Internal - 0.0. arid I.D. Grinding,
• PumpGears Gear Honing,wJCrowning,
• Splines and Pulleys Broaching, Keyseating. -
• Serrations Turning and 'Milling,T:oolh
• Sprockets Chamfering and Rounding

<I,

I I Supplied complete to print
Finishing operations on your blanks

Grind teeth only

(17)

I I

941G MIUTARY RD.
BUFFALO, NY 14217

FAJ{ (716) 814~9003·PHONE, (716')1874~311311
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semiempirical formula for the friction coefficient fof bound-
ary lubrication as

f = 0.05e-O.125V.1+ 0.002 ~

where V.I is the sliding speed measured in in.Zsec. An
analogous expression for elastohydrodynamic lubrication
has been developed by Benedict and KeUey(9) and by
Anderson and Loewenthal(20) as follows:

(15)
where

C; = 29.66 (51 units)
= 45.94 (English units)

W = the applied load, N/m (lb/In.)
F = face width, mm (in.)
VR = rolling velocity, mm/sec (i.n./sec)
Jl.o = lubricant viscosity, N-sec/m2 (Ib-sec/in.2)

Figures Sa and b show graphs of thefriction coefficient as
given by Equations 17 and 18 as a function of the roll angle.
Figs. 6a and b show the resulting effe,ct upon the friction
torque.

MESH ANALYSIS
Fig. 7 illustrates the motion ofa pair of meshing teeth, The

initial contact occurs at A,. where the addendum circle of the
driven gear intersects the line of action, As the gears rotate
the point of contact will move along the line of action APD.

Marchi April 1990 3, l'



Nomenclature

Ai cross section area of ith element of gear teeth, mrrr' (in.2)

Cg damping coefficient, gear tooth mesh, N-sec (Ib-sec)
C, damping coefficient of shalt, N-m-sec (in.-Ib-sec)
E, effective modulus of elasticity, N/m2 (Ib./in2)

F tooth face width, mm (in.)
G shear modulus, N Im2 (Ib lin. 2)

Ii second moment of inertia of ith element of gear teeth,
mm2 (in.2)

k polar moment of inertia of load, m2-Kg
JM polar moment 'Ofinertia of motor, m2_Kg
II polar moment 'Ofinertia of gear 1, m2_Kg
h polar moment of inertia of gear 2, m2-Kg
Kg stiffness of gear tooth, Nm/rad-m
K, stiffness of shaft, N-mlrad
Lij distance between elements iand i. mm
qb gear tooth deformation due to beam deflection, mm
qc gear tooth deformation due to contact deformation, mm
~ gear tooth deformation due to foundation flexibility, mm
q =~ +<1f +qc total gear tooth deformation, mm (in.)
Rb base radii of gears, mm (in.)

R, pitch radii 'Ofgears, mm
ti thickness of element i, mm
TL torque on load, N-m
TM torque on motor, N-m
Tn torque on gear 1, N-m
Tf2 torque on gear 2, N-m
Vs1 sliding velocity during tooth mesh, mm/sec
VR rolling velocity, mm/sec
W applied load, N/m (lb/In.)
Xi x-coordinate of element i, mm (in.)
Yi y-coordinate of element i, mm (in.)
{3 load angle, rad
o backlash, mm (in.)
() angular displacment, rad
e angular velocity, rad I sec
{j angular acceleration, rad I se2
1-1-0 lubricant viscosity, N-sec/m2 (lb-secvin.e)
l' Poisson's ratio
~ damping ratio
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Fig. 6 - Friction Torque Variation Along the Contact Path for Gears in Figure
4a at 1500 RPM.

When the tooth pair reaches B, the recessing tooth pair
disengages at D leaving only one zone. When the tooth pair
reaches point C. the next tooth pair begins engagement at A
and starts another cycle.

In the analysis. the position of the contact point of the gear
teeth along the line of action is expressed in terms of roll
angles of 'the driving gear tooth.

Fig. 8 shows typical stiffness and load sharing character-

,,,,,
- ........ \

~~DOUBlE
CONTACT
lOlE

0,

fig. 7 -Illustration of Gear Meshing Action.
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o 123 ~
NORMALIZED CONTACT POSl liON (BASE ,pITCH)

Fig. B- Typical Stiffness and Load Sharing of Low Contact Ratio Gears of
Figure 4a.

istics through a mesh cycle. let a series of mating tooth pairs
be denoted as a, b, c, dand let points A. B, P, C. Dbe the
same as those in Fig. 7. Then AB and CD represent thedou-
ble contact regions, Be represents the single contact region,
and, as before, P is the pitch point.

The stiffness values at double contact regions are dearly
much higher than those at single contact regions. When
gears rotate at appreciable speed, this time-varying stiffness

March/April199Q 33



as shown in Fig. 8 is the major excitation source for the
dynamic response of the system.

Discussion
The objective of this anal ysis is to establish the governing

differential equations and to present a procedure for solu-
tion. As noted, the equations themselves are nonlinear,
However, they may be efficiently solved by using the follow-
ing linearized-iterative procedure.

The linearized equations may be obtained by dividing the
mesh cycle into n equal intervals, Let a constant input tor-
que TM be assumed. Let the output torque TL be fluctuating
because of damping in the gear mesh, because of friction,
and because of time-varying mesh stiffness.

Let initial values of the angular displacements be obtained
by preloading the input shaft with the nominal torque car-
riedby the system. Initial values of the-angular speeds may
be taken from the nominal operating speed of the system,

The iterative process is then as follows: the calculated
values of the angular displacements and angular speeds after
one period are compared with the assumed initial values.
Unless the differences between them are sufficiently small, the
procedure is repeated by using the average of the initial and
calculated values as new initial values.

Finally, observe that the term (Rb181 - Rbzl;l2) in the equa-
tion of motion represents the relative dynamic displacement
of the gears. Let 0 represent the backlash. Let gear 1 be the
driving gear. The following conditions can occur:

Case 1

The normal operating case is

The dynamic mesh force F is then

Case 2
«

Rb101 - Rb20Z = 0 and IRb181 - Rb282 I = 0 (21)

In this case, the gears will separate and the contact between
the gears will be lost. Hence,

F=O
Case 3

In this case, gear 2 will collide with gear 1 on the backside,
Then,

Condusion
A low contact ratio spur gear transmisson model is

devleoped. The model includes inertias of load and power
source, stiffness of shaft, time-varying mesh stiffness, and
damping and friction inside gear transmissions.

Govemmgequations of the model are derived and a linear-
ized iterative procedure for the solution is presented.
34 Gear Technology

Parameter study including rotating speed, diametral pitch,
applied load, damping, stiffness, and inertia will be presented
in Part 2 of this article,
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